Establishing up-to-date large scale building maps is essential to understand the urban dynamics, such asestimating population, urban planning, and many other applications. Although many computer vision tasks have been successfully carried out with deep convolutional neural networks, there is a growing need to understand their large scale impact on building mapping with remote sensing imagery. Taking advantage of the scalability of convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and using only few areas with the abundance of building footprints, for the first time we conduct a comparative analysis of four state-of-the-art CNNs for extracting building footprints across the entire continental United States. The four CNN architectures namely: Branch-out CNN, fully convolutional network (FCN), conditional random field as recurrent neural network (CRFasRNN), and SegNet, support semantic pixelwise labeling and focus on capturing textural information at multiscale. We use 1-meter resolution aerial images from National Agriculture Imagery Program as the test-bed, and compare the extraction results across the four methods. In addition, we propose to combine signed-distance labels with SegNet, the preferred CNN architecture identified by our extensive evaluations, to advance building extraction results to instance level. We further demonstrate the usefulness of fusing additional near IR information into the building extraction framework. Large scale experimental evaluations are conducted and reported using metrics that include: Precision, recall rate, intersection over union, and the number of buildings extracted. With the improved CNN model and no requirement of further postprocessing, we have generated building maps for the United States with an average processing time less than one minute for an area of size ∼56 km 2 . The quality of extracted buildings and processing time demonstrated that the proposed CNN based framework fits the need of building extraction at scale.
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/JSTARS.2018.2835377 many other applications in socio-economics studies [1] . Although many works have been devoted to enable automated building extraction [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , there remains a challenge to establish a reliable building footprints database at scale based on remote sensing imagery. This challenge arises from certain unscalable assumptions or the limited building hypotheses those algorithms made in order to achieve the satisfying results. The increasingly popular volunteered geographic information (VGI) from OpenStreetMap [7] might be considered as a source of obtaining large scale building maps, however, the inconsistent quality of VGI usually leads to more efforts to refine the data before further use. As a result, a generic, robust, and automated scalable framework for generating large scale building maps is yet to be achieved. Recent developments in deep convolutional neural networks (CNN) provide a unique opportunity to achieve remarkable object detection performance in the computer vision society. Most recently, there has been a surging interest from the remote sensing community with several works investigating the application of deep CNN toward building mapping [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Even though the works are notable, there remains a gap to perform a comprehensive study that leverages the power of current state-of-the-art (SOA) CNNs in examining large scale automated building extraction with remote sensing imagery.
In this paper, we seek a scalable and reliable building extraction framework that encompasses SOA CNNs. Our unique contributions are threefold. 1) In order to evaluate the applicability and generalization of CNN models, we investigate and conduct an extensive validation process on the performance of several SOA CNNs over several testing sites in the United States. Although these approaches are widely applied and validated within the computer vision community, we assess on their suitability including challenges and opportunities for efficient large scale building extraction. 2) We further incorporate custom designed signed-distance labels for more precise building outline extraction, aiming to elevate the building extraction performance to instance level. The goal of our building extraction task is not only to detect building location, but we also desire the completeness of the precisely extracted individual buildings (spatial extent). We also propose a simple but effective fusing strategy to combine the two CNN models trained with additional spectral bands while still leveraging the learned parameter values of a pretrained model for initializa-tion. As to be demonstrated in our comprehensive experiments, the fusing approach yields a desirable performance boost. 3) Using a single optimal CNN model derived via the validation process, we generate the first seamless building maps for the contiguous United States with a GPU cluster. Upon performing the quality check on the results, we identify the major sources of commission errors. We then further refined building extraction results with a minimal retraining process. The achieved results demonstrate the use of deep CNN for robust building extraction at scale. The insights provided by this operational task are benefiting future similar large scale object detection works based on remote sensing imagery.
II. RELATED WORK

A. Building Extraction Using Remote Sensing Imagery
Building mapping plays a prominent role in urban planning and population modeling, helping decision makers understand human activity in socioeconomic [13] and many other geospatial applications. Being a cost-effective data resource, remote sensing data have been considered as the primary resource to generate building maps [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , [14] . The approaches include edgebased, model-based [3] , or evolution/energy-based methods [14] . Although many techniques have been proposed, including combining different spectral information [2] , simplifying building hypotheses [5] , and other auxiliary constraints [3] , and have shown some successful results, a generic, robust, and scalable solution is not yet available. The major barrier to achieve reliable building extraction at scale with existing methods is that prior information and assumptions are not generalizable over extended areas. For example, with the traditional modelbased approaches, the complexities of buildings can be understood by those methods only when the models or the shapes of buildings are provided. To extract buildings at scale, it is nearly impossible to establish a building shape database encompassing the entire country, the United States for example. Furthermore, the computational complexity and the process to optimize parameters poses limitations on extracting buildings effectively and efficiently. For production scale work, a building extraction framework should be with minimal effort to tuning feature extractors while generalizing well over large extent areas.
B. Deep CNN for Building Extraction
In contrast to the hand-crafted features based on prior information, learning feature extractors via multilayer CNN demonstrates a more powerful generalization capability [15] . The pioneer of CNN LeNet [16] was proposed to successfully recognize the digits in the classical dataset (DIGITS) in the late 1990s. However, the heavy computational requirement hindered further developments for advancing the CNN performance until the idea of utilizing GPU for neural computation is proposed. Enabled by the hardware advances, recent works further indicate that deeper network architectures (i.e., with many layers) often yield better performance. This has been the backbone of the recent surging interest to apply deep CNNs to a variety of applications [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] .
For exploiting remote sensing data, the CNN also offers us much needed insights to leverage the art of automating feature learning and to promote better generalizability while minimizing manual efforts to handcraft features. For example, one of the early works in [8] showed that the CNN provides outstanding results on the benchmark ISPRS dataset with little human intervention.
Although the re-emerged interests in CNN lead to significant success especially in image classification and object detection for natural image applications, earlier the CNNs could not be directly used for building extraction with overhead imagery. Several widely known CNNs such as VGGNet [22] , and GoogLeNet [18] were designed for image classification at patch level, which means that each image patch is assigned a single class label. These CNNs have also been exploited as the preferred frameworks for extracting abstract features from remote sensing imagery for scene understanding. However, extracting buildings from remote sensing images requires semantic segmentation, also known as pixelwise labeling, so that we can obtain the complete building outlines. It is possible to directly apply patch-based methods to generate pixelwise labeling, however, it suffers from redundant convolution operations [23] .
Another major issue pertaining to use of patch-level image classification CNNs in semantic segmentation is that after a series of pooling operations following convolutions the resulting feature maps will be smaller than the original input image [15] . Having a pixelwise labeled output with the same resolution as the original input image is critical for remote sensing imagery understanding.
Many works have been dedicated to enable pixel labeling by compensating the coarser feature maps after convolution and pooling operations in classification CNNs [24] . One of such pioneering work that leverages patch-level-based classification CNN for semantic segmentation is the fully convolutional network (FCN) [23] , which has also been adapted by the remote sensing community [25] . The core concept in FCN for dense labeling is to replace the fully connected layers in the patchbased CNN with convolutional layers. The FCN also proposes upsampling operations, which can also be cast as convolution operation. A similar technique of exploring fully convolutional architecture is also proposed in [26] to improve the results of the patch-based CNNs.
It is noted that although including other supporting features after learning could potentially boost the dense labeling performance [8] , we prefer the end-to-end training scheme as in [9] , [23] , [26] , and [27] without postproccessing or additional refinement strategy. The end-to-end framework allows more repeatable and scalable evaluations, especially for large scale building mapping that we are interested in this paper.
C. Pretrained Models
Similar to other supervised learners, deep CNN requires sufficient training samples to estimate significant amount of parameters and often encounters some challenges in training [28] . As a result, long training time is often mandatory to ob-tain a deep CNN that delivers satisfactory performance. It is surprisingly concluded by many works that exploiting the transferability of pretrained CNN models can yield better results [29] with even shorter training time to fine-tune the adapted parameters for a different task or with different data [10] . In [30] and [31] , various medical imaging modalities were tested including training from scratch and as well as fine tuning of pretrained models that were trained with natural RGB images. The comprehensive comparisons have shown that fine-tuning pretrained models, even with considerably different medical images, provides not only better image classification performance and segmentation tasks, but also help achieve training convergence faster. In addition, recent work has demonstrated that patch-based convolutional neural networks trained by the ImageNet dataset can generate satisfactory results for overhead imagery analysis [32] .
III. DEEP CNN WITH PRETRAINED MODELS FOR BUILDING EXTRACTION
In this section, we review SOA pixel labeling CNN methods and their consideration for large scale building extraction work. We demonstrate that deep CNNs can benefit from the notion of pretrained classification models and proceed to generate segmentation result at pixel level. Furthermore, we propose an approach that is devised to better delineate building outlines and explore an additional spectral band that cannot be directly incorporated into pretrained models without further adapting and learning weights of the input layer.
A. Fully Convolutional Network
Fully convolutional network (FCN) [23] is the first work that effectively converts classification deep CNNs for dense labeling. This key feature permits FCN to take advantage of pretrained classification CNN model and to generate prediction maps that are the same size as the input images. The FCN uses transposed convolution (or called fractionally strided convolution [33] ) to upsample those final feature maps to match the original input image. The strategy of incorporating feature maps from different scales, called skip layer, is also exploited in FCN. The feature maps from shallower and deeper layers are fused to make predictions concerning both the local and global features, respectively. With many benchmark datasets, the FCN has demonstrated impressive performance in accuracy as well as computational time. The similar upsampling strategy is investigated in building extraction with remote sensing data [9] , [26] , [27] to create the densely labeled classification map. In [9] and [26] , they further highlight that combining feature maps from multiple scales to capture features at both the coarse and fine levels is beneficial for building extraction.
However, the results of FCN are lacking boundary details for small objects such as small buildings. Identifying accurate boundary for buildings is particularly important in the building extraction task, as we aim to establish a building footprint map that provides the outline of a building drawn along the exterior walls, with a description of the exact size, shape, and its location.
All this information can only be extracted by well-delineated building boundaries.
Since FCN was proposed, many of its variants, such as including a plug-in conditional random field module [34] (CR-FasRNN) and SegNet [35] , have been proposed to advance the performance of dense semantic labeling, especially for better capturing object boundaries.
B. Conditional Random Field as Recurrent Neural Networks
Conditional random field (CRF) has been used in segmentation problem to enhance the accuracy of pixel-level labeling. This graphical-model-based approach is able to refine the coarse pixel level label predictions to produce sharp boundaries and fine-grained segmentation results. A similar idea of exploiting CRF has also been proposed in building extraction work [4] . Although CRF can be used as a postprocessing step to boost the FCN performance to address the boundary issue, the disconnect between CNN training and using CRF in postprocessing leads to suboptimal performance in both mechanisms. In [34] , the strength of CRF and CNN is combined into a unified framework CRFasRNN. In CRFasRNN, homogeneous pixels are grouped during the CNN training, and the boundaries of the objects are gradually refined. More importantly, the CRF module is cast as a recurrent neural network and is part of optimization during the CNN training. Such an end-to-end framework is favorable when large scale data processing is needed.
C. SegNet
SegNet [35] is also proposed to further address the imperfect boundary delineation issue observed in FCN and other similar multistage CNNs for semantic segmentation. In SegNet, the upsampling strategy is also exploited, but compared to FCN the upsampled feature maps take the indices of the max-pooled feature maps into account. The benefits provided by SegNet are twofold for our goal.
1) The stored indices of max-pooled feature maps capture strong responses from the convoluted inputs and they usually correspond to location of the edges of objects, which are buildings in our case. 2) Even though the inference time tends to be a little longer in SegNet, the memory required in SegNet is significantly less than FCN [35] or CRFasRNN. As a result, we can process a larger area faster in parallel at the inference stage when large scale processing is needed. In addition, since the encoder part of SegNet is identical to those popular classification nets such as VGGNet [17] , we are able to take advantage of the pretrained models to initialize and train a model specifically for the building extraction task.
IV. PROPOSED APPROACH
Intuitively, identifying buildings from imagery is a binary classification problem, where buildings are one class and nonbuildings are the other class. Although the above CNNs are capable of providing pixel labeling segmentation, we consider our building extraction problem at another level-from class-aware segmentation to instance-aware pixel labeling segmentation [36] , [37] . This is especially crucial for building extraction in urban area, densely populated area where small buildings are in close proximity. Without considering building extraction at instance level, even though those buildings might be able to be extracted by CNNs, these kind of results provide limited information for broader applications that require precise area of buildings, number of buildings, etc [1] .
Instead of using binary labels for building extraction, we propose to use the signed-distance function [9] to encode finegrained information that present both the buildings and surrounding semantics (nonbuildings). A similar concept has been proposed in [38] as soft labels, however, only considers the building class. Here, we further take those surrounding objects of buildings into account: The signed-distance function value for a pixel is computed based on the distance from the pixel to its closest point on boundaries. We use positive values indicating inside of the buildings and negative otherwise. We can then cast our CNN learning problem with signed-distance labels as a multiclass classification problem by categorizing the distance values into a certain number of classes. In this paper, we define 128 classes with the labels y = {1, 2, . . . , 128} where the first 64 classes all indicate buildings and the other 64 classes are for nonbuildings. Since the signed-distance value is based on the distance from a given pixel to building boundaries, we set that the class 64 corresponds to building boundary and the pixels with the class labels larger than 64 are inside of buildings. Similarly, the pixels with the class labels smaller than 64 are defined as nonbuildings. In Fig. 1 , we can see the examples of a building footprint as in binary label, signed-distance transformed label, and also the output of a trained network using the signed-distance transformed label. With the network output in Fig. 1(c) , we simply threshold the class labels to get the final building extraction result Fig. 1(d) : Pixels are buildings if y >= 64 otherwise, they are nonbuildings: y < 64.
The signed-distance labeling provides additional information for CNNs to learn to distinguish different buildings based on their between-distance and labels. In addition, with binary labels, especially for SegNet, some sharp contrasts such as shadows in forests or roads in fields would often lead to inaccurate building extraction results. By incorporating surrounding semantics of buildings, we expect to reduce such errors.
Given the buildings are sometimes occluded by trees, we also propose to exploit near infrared (near IR) band to suppress the impact of vegetation on building extraction results [39] . This is mainly motivated by the fact that near IR spectral characteristics of buildings and vegetation are distinct. Since we need to change the architecture of CNNs to take an additional band, directly using the available pretrained models which mostly were trained with natural images taken from consumer-grade RGB cameras is not possible. Instead, we propose to use a simple fusing strategy to incorporate the near IR band into our building extraction work while still leveraging the power of pretrained CNN models.
First, we train one CNN model with RGB three channels images, and we also have another CNN model trained with CIR (IR, G, B) images. Note that CIR images were also successfully explored in [25] and [40] for building extraction.
In our case, there are two inferences for each pixel from the two CNN models, using majority voting or taking the average of the predicted labels obtained from softmax layers is not sufficient. We propose to fuse the likelihood results provided by the softmax layers with equal weights for each pixel and give the inference based on the averaged softmax results. Two models can be trained simultaneously, and generate predictions via fusion at the inference time.
By considering the surrounding semantics of buildings and exploiting near IR information, we expect more accurate building extraction results both in class level and instance level.
V. EXPERIMENTS
Using cross validation metrics, we conduct extensive experimental analysis with current SOA CNNs for the task of pixellabeling for building extraction. We improve upon the SOA results by two means first by incorporating the novel sign-distance labeling technique and second by considering different imagery inputs via a fused CNN framework. Based on the results, we will extract a single optimal CNN model that we deploy for large scale building mapping over the entire United States.
A. Data Preparation
To identify the availability of imagery with a reasonable spatial resolution is critical for building mapping in the United States. Fortunately, the United States Department of Agriculture's National Agriculture Imagery Program (NAIP) provides 1-meter resolution imagery with four bands (red, green, blue, and near infrared) to the public. With consistently less than 10% cloud coverage, the NAIP images cover the entire contiguous United States. For these reasons, we used NAIP images as our test bed imagery for scalable building extraction in the United States.
Currently, most building extraction research exploits datasets that are available to the public, such as two-dimensional semantic labeling datasets provided by ISPRS [27] . However, the fact that the performance of CNNs is sensitive to the characteristics of training data is one of our basis to motivate and argue that open source training data are neither sufficient nor suitable to achieve the goal of establishing large scale building extraction. Ideally, the differences between the training data and the tobe-processed NAIP images should be minimal to avoid dataset shifts phenomenon that leads to domain adaptation challenges [41] . Therefore, we need to seek alternative sources of training data to enable our large scale building mapping with CNN in the United States.
The building training samples were generated based on a LiDAR building footprints database. We compiled 5173 500 by 500 pixels using 1-meter resolution NAIP images from nine cities. The nine cities were selected geographically spread across the United States. We randomly picked 4000 images as the training set, and the remaining 1173 images as the validation set.
We picked a set of 78 image tiles covering sites different from training and validation data as the test set for performance evaluation. Each image tile is with size of ∼6000by ∼7000 pixels. Those testing sites are located across the entire continental United States. The locations of the training and testing sites are shown in Fig. 2 . For each NAIP test tile there is a LiDAR building footprints map used as the ground truth. The LiDAR building footprint database covers certain major cities of the United States and is provided by National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency. It is worth noting that a NAIP image and its corresponding LiDAR building footprints were very likely collected at different dates, sometimes even in different years. Moreover, given the NAIP images are usually scheduled to collect data during the agricultural (leaf-on) season, the most common disagreement is observed when some of the buildings shown in the LiDAR database are covered by trees in the images. Therefore, we calculated the normalized difference vegetation index of the NAIP images and used it as the indicator to exclude those buildings shadowed by tall trees. In addition, we also need to consider the misalignment error between imagery and LiDAR building footprints due to different map projections and inevitable errors which occurred in the process of generating images and LiDAR building footprints. We follow the auto shifting procedure in [42] to minimize the misalignment impact. Performing these two steps to prepare the ground truth data allows us to ensure the quality of training data, which has been indicated as an important factor to have a good results of CNN for building extraction [43] , and obtain reliable assessment.
B. Network Configurations
The experimental settings for training each of the CNNs are briefly discussed in the following subsections. 1) FCN: Using FCN, we conducted 8-stride (FCN-8s) as in [23] and 4-stride (FCN-4s) based experiments for the building extraction. In the FCN work [23] , the 8-stride network is the finest resolution for the tested datasets. However, in our experiments, the 8-stride setting seemed too coarse as some of the buildings are not identifiable when one examines an image that is equivalently down-sampled eight times. Based on this assumption, we also include a 4-stride FCN by fusing an extract detailed feature maps in the experiments. The networks were initialized with the pretrained VGGNet [22] model and were trained with batch size = 1 as suggested in [23] . The stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm was selected to solve the optimization problem in training CNN with the learning rate= 10 −10 , the weight decay parameter = 5 × 10 −4 and momentum = 0.99.
2) CRFasRNN: We connected the CRFasRNN to the trained FCN-8s and FCN-4s and obtained FCN-8s-CRF and FCN-4s-CRF models, respectively. We used the default CRF parameters as in [34] . We set the learning rate in SGD as 10 −11 and momentum as 0.99.
3) SegNet: Finally, in the SegNet experiments, with the same architecture we first initialized the pretrained VGGNet [22] model and used a batch size of three in training, which is the maximal size allowed based on our GPU capacity. We again used the SGD algorithm for training with the learning rate = 10 −3 , the weight decay parameter = 5 × 10 −4 , and momentum= 0.9. In the FCN and CRFasRNN experiments, we used similar smaller learning rates to the oringial FCN and CRFasRNN papers since the loss used in SGD is summed spatially over all pixels, as noted in [23] . We did not use the weighted loss strategy as in [35] to weight loss in the binary label experiments, as we found that the network tends to have higher false positive detection and requires longer training when weighted on the building class. For the experiments with signed-distance labels, we applied weighted loss function based on the frequency of each class similar in [44] .
All of our experiments to evaluate multiple CNN models were carried out with a single NVIDIA-Tesla K80 GPU. The CNNs were implemented with CAFFE library and trained for 120 000 iterations. To generate a building map for the entire Continental United States the task is parallelized to perform inference across 8 NVIDIA-Tesla K80 GPUs.
VI. RESULTS DISCUSSION
We evaluated the performance using four metrics. We used precision rate, recall rate, and F-score as our metrics for pixelbased evaluation. They are being used widely as the standard evaluations for building extractions [3] , [45] . We also included the results of the intersection over union (IoU) criterion, a popular metric for segmentation task [23] , [26] . Finally, we also included additional overall accuracy for completeness. The definition for these metrics is given in the following:
where TP denotes true positives (correctly extracted building pixels), FP denotes false positives (pixels mislabeled as buildings in results), TN denotes true negatives (correctly identified nonbuilding pixels), and FN denotes false negatives (pixels incorrectly labeled as nonbuildings or can be interpreted as missed building pixels).
A. Training CNN Models With Binary Labels
We first tested different CNNs with binary labels in this section to evaluate their applicability for building extraction. The averaged precision, recall, F-score, and IoU derived from the 78 sites results using binary labels are shown in the Table I with the suffix Bin. First, we noted that FCN-4s-Bin and FCN-8s-Bin provided comparable results in these metrics. The observation implies an extra input from higher resolution feature maps contribute minimal to improve the results. As pointed out in [34] and [35] , the boundaries of objects provided by FCN are imperfect and sometimes lacking. We also observed the similar issue in our building extraction results of FCNs, especially in urban areas where there are clusters of smaller buildings with minimal separations. The extraction results provided by FCNs tend to be blob-like structures, as shown in Fig. 3 . In this example, the community-style buildings are essentially identified as a large object for those nearly connected buildings. In this case, using FCN as a special treatment cannot effectively compensate the reduced spatial details resulted from convolution and pooling operations, even with FCN-4s.
We then evaluate the benefits of using the conditional random field plug-in to refine the building boundaries. As listed in Table I , only the FCN-8s-CRF-Bin results show more improvements in terms of recall and F-score. Our further investigation indicates the performance of CRF module is sensitive to the initial extractions provided by FCNs. Fig. 4 presents a visual example on a challenging building extraction scene that concrete parking lots and pavements are close to buildings. This scenario presents a more formidable task to correctly identify building outlines when the image contrast is inferior. Compared to Fig. 4(a) , Fig. 4(b) demonstrates the advantages of incorporating CRF to improve the detected building boundaries in this case. For example, the outlines of the black building on the right and the gray building in the middle have been refined. However, if the spacing between buildings is small, as discussed earlier, the result provided by the FCN family generally is a large connected object and using CRFasRNN yields minimal improvements. It is possible to improve further with more iterations with tuned learning parameters of CRF. However, it implies longer training time in a deep CNN and efforts to find optimal CRF parameters.
The advantages of using the indices of max-pooling in SegNet to capture the strong features corresponding to edges of building is demonstrated quantitatively in Table I where SegNet-Bin provides the best F-score (0.68) and IoU (0.52) among all models trained with binary labels. As the sample shown in Fig. 5 , the sparse indices map to those essential features of buildings (edges and corners), the central one is one of the convoluted feature map provided by the first set of convolution operations, and the right one shows the locations (white dots) that corresponds to the max-pooled pixels. We also note that the individual buildings can be extracted with Seg-Bin in Fig. 3 .
B. With Signed-distance Labels and Model Fusion
After reviewing the results provided by the CNN models trained with binary labels in Section V-A, we then investigate the effectiveness of incorporating signed-distance function for building extraction. Since the SegNet CNN with binary labels SegNet-Bin significantly outperforms other CNNs, we selected the SegNet model as the base CNN architecture to study the Table I with suffix Dist. In addition, we included the results of the CNN model in [9] 3Conv-Dist where the signeddistance function is used in a branch out style CNN with three convolutional layers and three upsampling layers. The implementation details of 3Conv-Dist can be found in [9] . Although the results of SegNet-Bin are superior to other methods with binary labels in terms of the capability of distinguishing individual buildings and better results in the four metrics, with the signed-distance labels, the trained model SegNet-Dist presents even more improvements from SegNet-Bin as shown in Table I . As an illustration, the SegNet-Dist model can differentiate individual small buildings accurately on the top part of the example image in Fig. 6 .
To further validate the correlation between the signeddistance labels and effectiveness of extracting buildings at instance level, we show the percentage of the individual buildings detected in Table II . The detection of a single building is characterized by a single connected polygon (i.e., an extracted object) which (may) cover several small buildings i.e., counting the number of building we only account for the connected polygon as one building. In this way, we can only evaluate fairly if the buildings are extracted at instance level. With this case, the pixel-based precision and recall rate will still be high, as those pixels inside in the large object are indeed classified as buildings correctly. We first note that with much fewer layers, 3Conv-Dist provides a significantly higher percentage of buildings detected than those complicated, deeper CNNs trained with binary labels (FCN-4s-Bin, FCN-8s-Bin) , which indicates the potential benefits of using signed-distance labels for building extraction. However, fewer buildings are detected with 3Conv-Dist compared to SegNet-Dist, which confirms the effectiveness of our proposed strategy: Combining max-pooling indices and signeddistance function for accurate building extraction.
The fused results of SegNet-Bin and SegNet-Dist are also listed in Tables I and II , denoted as SegNet-Bin-Fused and SegNet-Dist-Fused, respectively. Both of the fused models yield better results than the ones obtained only with RGB bands. SegNet-Dist-Fused performs the best in terms of precision, recall, F-score, IoU, and the number of buildings detected among the tested nine models, as shown in Table I and II. We further examine the results provided by CIR input. With binary labels and CIR input, the trained model yields precision 0.75 and recall 0.65 whereas using signed-distance labels with CIR data provide precision 0.74 and recall 0.68. Compared to the results obtained with RGB inputs (shown in Table I ), we see two sets of inputs show the distinctive advantages on improving precision and recall performance, respectively. With the simple linear fusing strategy, the promising performance demonstrated by fusing two models indicates that exploring near IR spectral band is indeed beneficial to the building extraction task. Although this conclusion is not surprising, we believe that further work focusing on cotraining with all bands in one model will provide better results.
The significant increase observed in the percentage of building detected with SegNet-based methods can further be examined by relating the size of buildings to the number of buildings detected. We divided all buildings in the ground truth database into five groups based on their area: 1) Area (A) ≤ 50 m 2 , 2) 5 m 2 < A ≤ 150 m 2 , 3) 150 m 2 < A ≤ 250 m 2 , 4) 250 m 2 < A ≤ 450 m 2 , and 5) A > 450 m 2 . As shown in Fig. 7 , there are clearly two clusters for each group: The FCN and FCN-CRF based methods generally provide less impressive number of detected buildings, especially for smaller buildings (in groups 1, 2 and group 3); the SegNet-based methods, by contrast, show significant advantages in those groups. The boosted performance in all groups provided by signed-distance labels combining with max-pooled indices again confirms our proposed strategy to advance building extraction results to instance level.
We also provide the three example results provided by the nine methods: A high density building area in Fig. 3 , some examples of complex building structures in Fig. 6 , and an agriculture area with sparse buildings in Fig. 8 . Due to limited space, we are constrained to show more examples over extended area. However, the advantages and disadvantages of each method we discussed above generally can be visually examined in these three examples that cover three common scenarios in our test bed dataset.
In addition to the averaged metrics, we also would like to understand the variations in the performance of the 78 testing sites. As our goal is to apply a trained model to the contiguous United Sates, the desired outcome of a given model should be as consistent as possible across the 78 sites. If large variations of the corresponding results are observed for a given model, the model might be not suitable for large scale building extraction, since the inferior generalization is implied. To investigate the consistency of the results over 78 sites, we use violin plots in which the box plot and kernel density estimation are combined to illustrate the metrics obtained from each site. In Fig. 9 , we can see that F-score for the Seg-Dist-Fused yields the most uniform results across the 78 sites. Similarly, we can also conclude that the Seg-Dist-Fused gives the most consistent IoU for all testing sites as shown in Fig. 10 . We also defined a simple precision-to-recall ratio and plotted a corresponding violin plot in Fig. 11 . This ratio provides insights on the trade-off between precision and recall rate for each site as we desire the commission error (associated with precision rates) and omission error (associated with recall rates) would be balanced. That is, an ideal model should not be skewed toward buildings-sensitive or nonbuildings sensitive. As shown in Fig. 11 , the fused strategy clearly has the advantage to provide equally better precision and recall accuracy for all testing sites, noting the peaks around 1 for both the fused strategies. Also, we note that most of the models are prone to false positive errors (larger ratios). Applying the signed-distance function to generate labels for training SegNet helps correct the skewed model, as seen in the increased peaks in SegNet-Dist versus SegNet-Bin and 3Conv-Dist. Fusing another model trained with the additional IR band further balances the true positive and false positive detection.
VII. GENERATING COUNTRY SCALE BUILDING MAPS AND IDENTIFYING CHALLENGES
With the preferred model, we processed all NAIP images and established the first building maps covering the contiguous United States with an average processing time less than one minute for an area of size ∼56 km 2 per each of 8 NVIDIA Tesla K80 GPUs. All of the building extraction results are raw outputs from the model without post-processing. Due to space limit, we can only provide a visual example of the large scale building extraction result at state level. The results for the state of Pennsylvania are shown in Fig. 12(a) , and more zoom-in results at county level and city level are also provided in Fig. 12(b) and (c), respectively. Note that, we do not have training data for this state and the trained model can still provide satisfying building extraction results.
Upon performing quality check state by state, although the building extraction results agree to the actual buildings seen in the images for most of the states, we found that the largest challenge to obtain the same performance level for every state is associated with the image quality and radiometric characteristics of the imagery. The image quality issue stems from the fact that NAIP images for each state are collected by multiple contractors and are not likely with the same camera, which inherently generates variations within the NAIP imagery. In some states, we noted that the corresponding images tend to be more blurry than other states and with lower color contrast. As a result, the performance of building extraction for these states are relatively poor. In addition, some of the states are largely dominated by desert or mountainous terrain and present quite unique landscape as compared to those included in training data. Although the pixel values of the four bands in NAIP images do not translate to spectral characteristics directly without proper radiometric calibration, we still can gain insights into such distinction by looking into the varied radiometric characteristics resulted from different landscapes. We calculated band statistics of all of the NAIP images (∼220 000 images) at including mean, max and min. At state level, we found that the mean values of Wyoming, in particular, is an outlier along with other states that with similar landscape such as New Mexico, Nevada, Arizona, Utah, and Colorado. The deployed model is still capable of extracting building from these states, however, more false positives are observed in the desert and mountainous area. To refine the building extraction results, we simply incorporated 141 additional training samples, including 108 negative training samples (no buildings in these samples), and 13 positive training samples (few buildings are manually labeled) from Wyoming. Then, the model was retrained with the original training samples and these additional training samples. After retraining, we tested the newly trained model on the Wyoming images. An example of the results from the original model and the retrained model are shown in Fig. 13(a) -(c). As we can see, the retrained model (c) effectively cleans the false positives (b) given by the original model without sacrificing the performance of the building extraction. In addition, with the retrained model we further reprocessed the images of other states that exhibit the similar issue, and found out that by only including a small amount of the additional training samples from Wyoming, the retrained model also greatly reduced the false positives of those states whose landscape and mean values of R, G, and B bands are similar to Wyoming. One of the examples from New Mexico is illustrated in Fig. 13(d )-(f) where similar observations can be made as in Fig. 13 (a)-(c).
As noted, the inconsistent image quality and the largely varying terrain types across extensive areas poses major challenges requiring further work to improve CNN based building extraction. These challenges can be further investigated under transfer learning in the context of deep learning [46] . Future investigations on efficient domain adaptation with CNNs and on the strategy of selecting representative training samples [47] might shed some lights on further advancing the power of using CNNs for large scale building extraction.
VIII. CONCLUSION
There are two major challenges recognized among many deep learning-based classification tasks as well as in building extractions: 1) require large amount of training samples and 2) need longer training time and demand computational resources. To establish accurate building maps with CNN for the United States, in this paper we addressed the first challenge with diverse training samples collected from different geographical areas and additional negative training samples. The pretrained models were also used to reduce training time to address the second challenge.
In order to obtain reliable building extraction results, we evaluated four SOA semantic segmentation approaches and proposed utilizing max-pooled indices in combination with signeddistance labels to enable accurate building extraction results at instance level. Moreover, we proposed a simple but effective fusing strategy that successfully boost the performance of building extraction results. We have established the unprecedented high resolution and seamless building maps for the contiguous United States with the proposed architecture and further refined the building extraction results by identifying the major sources of commission errors. The generated model output covering the entire USA goes through the manual quality checks for verification of the model output. The impressive results have so far been informative for decision making at scale during the Irma and Harvey hurricanes. The work continues to benefit other large scale object detection works based on remote sensing imagery.
In the future, we will investigate the benefits of exploiting high performance computing (HPC) resources for multi-gpu training to further advance the fusing strategy. The exploration of HPC will also enable testing more sophisticated but complicated network architectures. It will potentially benefit building extraction or in general object detection with remote sensing imagery. Currently, the limitations such as the smaller batch size and the size of CNN architectures, are imposed by the capacity of GPU memory and latency between the GPU nodes. In addition, with larger GPU memory capacity, we could also investigate the performance of using more than three spectral bands in one CNN for building extraction. The topic regarding how to select representative samples will also be studied in the future to promote the effective domain adaptation in CNNs.
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